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In the USA, the presence of guns is staggering. In Gun Gap, Mark Joslyn reports that there
are more firearms than people. These weapons have violent consequences, as the per capita
fatality rate in the US (3.85 out of 100,000 residents in 2016) dwarfs the rate of its peers, including
its neighbor Canada (0.48 per 100,000 residents). Joslyn also highlights political consequences of
firearms, showing how this “single household item” has become a central cleavage in the political
behavior of Americans. Voters who own guns are far more likely to vote for Republicans, and
those who do not are more likely to vote for Democrats. Notably, this split in the electorate has
outpaced similar “gaps” in partisan voting that are discussed much more often in the press, such
as on gender, age, or education lines.

Joslyn attributes this profound gap to the development of a “gun owner identity”, which
has been cultivated over the past decades by gun rights interest groups, notably the National
Rifle Association (NRA). The NRA had apolitical roots, but Joslyn draws upon Lacombe’s (2019)
analysis of NRA communications in the 1970s to detect a distinct shift to the Republican party,
culminating in its first endorsement of a presidential candidate for Ronald Reagan in 1980. As for
gun owners, he charts their movement into the Republican party in the early 1990s, attributing
the process to an issue evolution (Carmines and Stimson, 1989), where political elites, mainly
members of Congress, took partisan positions and then the mass public followed them on the
issue.

This issue evolution account undersells the influence of interest groups at the critical junc-
ture of this partisan sort. From 1991 to 1994, the NRA faced occasional defiance from elected
Republican officials that it expunged within a matter of years, which clarified the partisan signal
sent from elites to the electorate, enabling the subsequent issue evolution. Reagan (1991) himself
endorsed the Brady bill in the New York Times, which was named after his former press secretary
but the NRA vehemently opposed. After the Brady bill and an assault weapons ban passed in
the next Congress, the NRA engineered an unprecedented mobilization of gun rights supporters
in the 1994 midterm election cycle. NRA support proved crucial in primary contests and NRA
endorsed Republicans were five times more likely than non-endorsed Republicans to win their
general election races (Kenny, McBurnett and Bordua, 2004). Joslyn reports that the evidence of
the NRAs electoral strength is “spotty”, but its reputation precedes in Republican circles, and it
is only tested on rare occasions by Republican incumbents.

The “who leads who” dance of elected officials, interest groups, and the public is admittedly
hard to follow, but it is not just an academic question. By maintaining a central position in the
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Republican party coalition and serving as an “intense policy demander” in the terminology
of the UCLA school of political parties (Bawn et al., 2012) the NRA defines what the party
line is on gun policy and has the ability to sanction allies that stray from it, leading to the
continued polarization of elected officials on this issue. For example, during his time in the
White House, Donald Trump publicly supported gun control measures after mass shootings in
Parkland, Florida and El Paso, Texas before walking the positions back after consulting with the
NRA (Dawsey and Kim, 2019). With elected officials like Trump toeing the party line, the public
is likely to remain sorted as is on gun policy.

In Warped Narratives: Distortion in the Framing of Gun Policy, Melissa Merry highlights a con-
sequence of interest group influence beyond partisanship. Analyzing the social media content of
gun policy groups, she argues that they frame gun violence in a way that does not accord with
reality. For example, the gun-control group Everytown for Gun Safety places heavy emphasis
on mass shootings, particularly in schools. This leads to distortion as the focus on young, white
victims ignores that the majority of firearm deaths are from suicides. On the gun rights side,
the NRA focuses its communications on the use of guns for self-defense, when actual episodes
of civilians preventing crime with firearms are exceedingly rare. While the book does not test if
these communications actually affect citizen behavior, as Lacombe (2019) did by showing that the
language used in the NRA’s Rifleman magazine was then found in letters to the editor, it lays bare
that both sides are targeting messages to predominantly white audiences of potential members.

The racial justice protests of 2020, which followed the deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor
and other Black Americans at the hands of police, exposed a pressing implication of Merry’s
argument. During a moment of national reckoning and widespread attention, a wide array of
policies gained traction, including police behavioral reforms, demilitarization of police depart-
ments, and even the removal of monuments to white supremacist figures. However, gun control
measures were conspicuously absent, despite the fact that gun violence disproportionately affects
Black Americans. Black men make up 14 percent of the American population, but over half of
the population of fatal victims of gun violence.

Writing before the protests, Merry predicts this disjunction between racial justice advocates,
like Black Lives Matter, and the primarily white gun control lobby. She reports that gun control
groups have avoided adopting antiracist policies for fear of offending potential new members.
There is also a looming conflict in the substance of the policy proposals advanced by these
different coalitions. For example, the gun control lobby has found occasional bipartisan success
in the states pursuing “red-flag” policies to empower police officers to temporarily confiscate
firearms from individuals that a court has deemed to be a danger to others. However, this is just
one of many gun control mechanisms that grants additional powers to law enforcement. In other
words, most of the policy solutions for gun control run counter to calls to “defund the police.”

Groups with competing demands are hashing out their differences in Democratic party pri-
maries, as the UCLA school would predict. In 2020, Rep. William Lacy Clay (D-MO), a long-time
member of the Congressional Black Caucus who authored gun control legislation supported by
Everytown and Moms Demand Action lost a primary race to Cori Bush, a Black Lives Matter ac-
tivist who wrote on her website: “We cannot reduce gun violence by simply talking about these
statistics in a town hall meeting.” Similarly, Rep. Eliot Engel (D-NY) received the endorsement
of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence prior to his primary defeat to Jamaal Bowman,
who was endorsed by Justice Democrats but not the major gun control groups. These may just
be two cases, but they show the ascendant power of progressive organizations and racial justice
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activists. It appears the support of the gun control lobby did little to protect incumbent members
of Congress representing urban districts in the wake of the protests. To the extent there’s a po-
tential bridge between these wings of the coalition, Merry notes the emergence of more diverse
gun control groups such Cure Violence, which is focused on urban gun violence, or Gays against
Guns, which was formed after the 2017 shooting at the Pulse Nightclub in Orlando, FL.

Despite the many upheavals of 2020, these recent books portend little change in this policy
arena. Considering the favorable status quo for gun rights activists, that outcome probably suits
the NRA. But these works raise political and policy questions for gun control organizations.
Without exerting influence in primaries, gun control groups will have trouble pushing their
items to the top of a Democratic Congressional agenda. Also, they were not poised to take
advantage of a policy “window of opportunity” that opened at the national, state and local
levels. Merrys analysis serves as a reminder that interest groups have multiple goals, including
policy change, but also member growth and retention. Emphasizing sensational mass-casualty
events with white victims is a step in their self-perpetuation. In this way, interest groups are
well understood like incumbent members of Congress, who first pursue re-election before loftier
ideals. Meanwhile, the human cost continues to mount.
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